Clinical & Exam Room Power Table Solutions

Brewer Access™ High-Low Exam Table

Leading the way in patient & staff safety.
As the latest clinical and exam rooms solutions
offering now available, Brewer understands that
today’s new healthcare reality presents a host of
challenges to your clinical, financial and
operational success. That’s why we work closely
with medical professionals to develop the power
table advancements that matter.

This leadership aims to enable healthcare practitioners to simply and safely manage their patients,
increase staff and patient satisfaction, contain the
associated cost burdens of workplace injury, and
enhance clinical efficiency.

• Enhance patient and staff safety – Set new standards in ADA-compliant safe-patient handling and protect
your caregivers’ backs and your bottom line from workers compensation claims.
• Preserve patient dignity and enhance patient satisfaction – Instill elderly, disabled and bariatric patients
with a sense of independence they won’t experience with other solutions.
• Keep pace with changing patient population requirements – Accommodate a wider range of patients with
advancements that include the first power exam tables to offer a 700 lb. weight capacity.
• Lower total cost of ownership; greater ROI – Industry-leading warranties and more standard features mean
more value, while allowing you to optimize clinical efficiency and flexibility in compact exam rooms.

Access™ High-Low Exam Table

FLEX™ Access™ Exam Table

Assist Power Procedure Table™
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Delivering advanced patient care for the
health of your practice.
physicians, nurses, and patients and offers the
innovative technology and patented features that
increase the safety, efficiency, and comfort of your
healthcare environment.

Assist Power Procedure Table™ – Models 7500/7000
– One table accommodates multiple procedures, including supine,
left lateral plane, lithotomy, and proctology.
– Lowers down to 19” for easy wheel chair transfers.
– Intuitive foot controls.
– Exclusive, easy-to-adjust, 3-point pivot headrest.
– 450 lb. weight capacity and 5” leg extension accommodates larger
patients more comfortably for safer clinical outcomes.
– 3-year warranty standard.
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FLEX ™ Exam Tables – Models 5700/5701, 5800/5801
– Gain power exam table performance for less than the cost of a standard,
fixed-height table thanks to the availability of significant tax credits.
– Unmatched ergonomic patient access increases comfort and efficiency.
– Standard features include ADA-compliant low transfer seat height,
700-lb. weight capacity and seamless uphostery.
– Available with manual backrest or powered backrest.
– Range of options to suit practice needs, including patient safety grab
bars, pass through clinical work surface, stirrups, pelvic tilt and
drawer heater.
– 3-year warranty standard.
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Access™ High-Low Exam Tables – Models 6800/6801, 6500/6501, 6000/6001
– Chair-to-table design safely takes patients from consultation to exam.
– ADA-compliant 18” profile in seated position allows level wheelchair
transfers; upright seat back and safety grab bars enhance support.
– Brewer’s exclusive 700-lb. weight capacity, standard, helps meet today’s
patient population demands.
– Pass-through drawer system offers unmatched storage capacity.
– 3-year warranty standard.
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Brewer leads the way in the clinical and exam
room solutions category with our comprehensive
line of power procedure and exam tables. Each
product is designed around the unique needs of
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Brewer delivers the power to advance. Safely. Financially. Competitively.
Visit brewercompany.com
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